Supplier’s Declaration of Conformity

Reference Number: ALA0013A
Place of Issue: Ottawa, Ontario, Canada
Date of Issue: 8 Feb 2012

*Alcatel-Lucent* located at *600 March Road, Ottawa, Ontario, K2K 2E6, Service Center located at 1000 Coit Road, Plano, Texas 75075 in the United States* hereby certifies that the *7210SAS-M* bearing labelling identification number *US:GQ6DENAN7210SAS-M* complies with the Federal Communications Commission’s (“FCC”) Rules and Regulations 47 CFR Part 68, and the Administrative Council on Terminal Attachments (“ACTA”)-adopted technical criteria *TIA-968-B (ACTA adopted Sept 22, 2009) and TIA-1096-A (ACTA Adopted May 6, 2008)*

[Signature]

Stephane De Francesco
Director of Design & Qualification